
hr. Ton Selman, Counsel 
	

2/8/76 
Administrative Practises Subcoemittee 
New Senate Office 
Wanhiaeton, D.C. 

Dear Ton, 

Jim and I were both too busy when I ask d him to send you our brief and that of the government in the appeals oourt, 75-2021. This is the first cape udder the amen&d law, the updatedspectro case that went to the bunreme dourt, the first of the four Senator Kennedy cited in the debate an the amending. 
Whether you have read these or not, and_whether on reading you can detect the totality of the dishonesty of the government's brief, I write to explain thin and what I think lies behind it. 

The deliberatenesa of the deceetiou and mierepreseetation le, 1 think, by far the greatest we have yet seen. Jim= Some of it is apparent, like their first argue ment being we did not seek to exerciae discovery whore on virtually every other page they mention that we did the judge ordered answers to our interrogatories only in affidavit form). Without keveledge of the eeeord most will not be. 
My belief is that this is e case an ehech the Justice Department and the fa will run all risks considered necessary because if it ever oomesto where what I seek has to Le released it will be apparent that there was no JFK inveatieation - by anyone, including the Commission. If you read their footnote on page 9 you will find tacit admission of this, kith the claim it is irrelevant in this case. It will else beceee apparent that the supereseed scientific) ebidence proves the opeosite of the official account of the crime. I have already mere than proved thla in a number of other barrio areas of evidence but the major media will not touch it. 
baaause this is a subject on which there exists prejudice as great as I say above, because this is the court that ruled against me en bane in the first canc, eith Baeelon oely voting otherwise and because of the potential of the consequences, the government has elected to run all the ticks to rewrite the Lae in court again. 
A number of other things ooincide with this. .i,rchives has switched its ground from "identifiable" records ..here there is no tuetion that I have identified what I ask for to "reasonably described Ascorde" for those one cannot see. (Oltieill's 1/30/76 answer to an appeal going beck veey fax. CIA, which has mach to fear, had until 1/16 to respond to my appeals in several cases of withholding and the records on me. Fool-ishly they provided ea seth the documents that show what files were withheld from the general counsel so he could write us falsely. By volume I have maybe 10 times what they have given ee or ackeowledged having. I can probably pinpoint six files in which they have records on ma they have not supplied. I have samples from three of eour.And when we got to an eyeball situation in C.A.75-1e6, aftae certifying ccepliauce, DJ shifted and in a letter Jim got yesterday admitted having enough more it will take a week of a Iiwyer'e search. This es suppressed 'wing assaasieatioe evidence. There we have a different judge and I think they want that case, which includes similar scientific evidence, not to cons to hsarene before the appeal is hard. 
In 75-2021, C.A. 75-226 in the court below, re have forced the early retirement of all the FBI agents whim testimony would be ruinous to the government. One retired as soon as we took the preliminary steps in this case. Be is the one who did the actual testing. The day after Claronoe Kelley had to sign a false letter to us on this two others retired simultaneously. They are the agent who was in overall charge and to whom what I seek was delivered, who swore to the Commission that he kept it and it was part o f the Bureau's permanent files, and the agent used as an affiant in the first suit. 



This was before the first calendar call, before Pratt laid out how he was going to rewrite the law so teat non-coeplience would be full compliance because he scold hold it to be "substantial eoeplianee." 

In the appeal the goverment has escided to try the cave on me and charges of perjury I made and proved. I have asked aim to take this on directly and to confront the appeals court with the question of unresponded to proofs of perjury. Ea will file a reply brief as soon as he can. 

The record ou the substantive matters is an clues to ecrfect as one cauld under the law and with an honest judge. It shoes the existence of the records I asked for, teetified to under oath before the Comeiesion. The government has not supelied an affidavit denying this. Instead it told us verbally the records do not exist and offered as a substitute what it said would cause the FBI to fall into ruins in the eiret ceee. It than gave us proof that it was not even then coeplying, proof that testing was done that it aware wae and was net - both and both by tie. same agent - and we have this proof in the record because they rem careless. Through further careleesnees ehen I preyed perjury for the second time and 1 thine to :ease Pratt's position seem easier, MLA then dumped an me about 400 pages so the government could argue I am greedy and unseasonable. Those wore paees I specified I did not eent. rnis carelessness and I think depparation gave me proof of other tests the FBI did not acknowledge makine and had by omission denied making. At least one had to have been included in the final reports that I actually asked for, those not yet supplied, where the government has yet to meet the initial bureen of an affidavit saying they do not exist. 
proef i nese actual records ef the perforeence of the tests and in one case the actual results, the statistics not the analysis or final report. 

I found other values in what I had not askew for only because could not pay for it. They just dumped it on Jim after the end of a "orking day by the Assistant U.S.Attorney taking it to his home. No search charge, no copying charge, no charge for expensive pictures. kell, an I could make sense out of this stuff after going ever it as carefully as a non-scientist can, it proves Oswald could not have fired a rifle. Became the nuts and self-seekers don't know I have this aad because it requires an expert opinion for which I cannot pay, I offered it to the Rational Enquirer when no major pap r would get interested, with the underetandine that they not use a govern-ment coun,cted scientist. So, they engaged one. His report is about four months late now. His excuse, when I nudged them and they nudged him, is that his teaching is ke-ping him this busy. So you can better understand this, then AEC had eight comparisans made, eight men firing or four with two tents each, I've forgotten which and performed the same teats as were made on paraffin oasts made of Oswald's cheek and hands. if they mean anything at all it Je,  that Oswald did not fire a rifle. The tracen deposited on the cheek in firing exist in greater quantity on the part of the cast not of hie cheek. And the differences between what was detected on his cheek ane those of an, the com-parisons is enormous:. If the Enquirer gets a scientific evaluation confirming this it evil] not got much responsible attention out it will eetabliah fact and it will provide me with enough to reprint a book now almost out of print. 
5eparately from the euit, ire which the isvvernmsaut has not yet suplaied the records I've asked for, I have established that the FBI had penetrated the militant group* of young blacks that aimed the violence that forced ding to return to lielqhis, „here ha was killed. The FBI agent already identified - and there were others - was as leading pro-vocateur, one encouraging the pointless, senseless violeece. The Church comAttee's mucking up on this gave me the loads the :roper analysis of which lead to the proof. Once I had proof and an identification 1 turned this me acne witnesses over to a Newsday reporter who got admissions from the FBI, of Amex more than one agent in the Invaders, and from Justice that it was part of Cointelpros. In the suit, which has not yet had a calendar call, I have already obtained absolutely definitive evidence. 

Best, Harold Weisberg 


